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Main Points of Discussion  

This group focused on developing innovative strategies and solutions for tackling resource-demanding 
hybrid simulation with timing, physical, control, communication and computational resource constraints 
in near-real-time and real-time simulations involving nonlinear, coupled and/or uncertain hybrid models 
in single- or multi-physics situations. 

Six presentations given in this break out session represent innovative strategies for two themes and 
innovative solutions in new areas, as detailed below.  

Soft vs. hard causality analysis and implementation 
The first innovative strategic theme addresses causal consistency between strict versus relaxed models of 
time in hybrid simulation (HS). One way to approach this theme is from the computer science 
perspective. The CyberMech platform, collaboratively developed at Washington University and Purdue 
University, utilizes elastic and mixed-criticality real-time scheduling theory but maintains strict local 
timing behavior and performs simulation and control (including sensor ad actuator input/output) at the 
rate of 1024 Hz. It was pointed out that Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (GALS) 
approaches, discrete event simulation, rollback techniques, etc. can be exploited to combine such strict 
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local approaches with distributed approaches or others for which strict timing is not possible. However, 
how the HS results can tolerate the asynchronous process together with other uncertainties in the test 
setup and specimen requires further investigation. 

A more traditional way to address this theme is to establish a distributed real-time hybrid simulation 
(dRTHS) testing platform utilizing existing off-the shelf technology and products, such as one developed 
at Western Michigan University. The testing platform utilized the National Instruments software and 
hardware and can be used to test various controller algorithms (i.e., delay compensations) and test soft 
causality when multiple sites are involved in one dRTHS.  

Complex Hardware & Specimen Interactions 
 
The second innovative strategic theme tackles complex hardware and specimen interactions. An adaptive 
inverse control technique for RTHS developed at ETH Zurich is capable of adapting the HS hardware to 
unknown and /or unpredictably changing specimens to minimize the varying effects in the HS setup on 
the test results. Specifically, the adaptive feature of this controller can be switched on without 
significantly increasing computational demand through a mainly matrix multiplication process.  

The challenges associated with multi-axial loading in RTHS are well recognized and a robust dynamic 
compensation method was implemented on the Loading and boundary condition box at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. A transformation between Cartesian coordinates and actuator coordinates 
was established in a linearized form and a small scale verification RTHS on an axially stiff specimen was 
conducted to demonstrate the controller’s capability.  

Innovative Solutions 
Two directions towards innovative solutions in HS were discussed. One is innovatively developing and 
implementing HS methods. For example, a stochastic HS concept is proposed in which the behavior of a 
prototype is stochastic that needs to be predicted to facilitate parameter design for HS. Thus, instead of 
conducting HS on every possible prototype behavior, a few carefully designed HS tests can be performed 
that lead to meaningful HS results matching the predicted prototype behavior.   Another innovative HS 
development may address requirements necessary for multi-everything HS (i.e., multi- DOFs, multi-
physics, multi-sites and multi-scales). The complications resulting from this multi-dimensional expansion 
of HS methods, noted as {Hybrid Simulation}^2, requires a holistic while multi-disciplinary solution. A 
more general HS approach shall be the end product of this innovative HS development (instead of a 
unique single-discipline HS application).  

The second direction towards innovative HS solutions discussed in this session is its application / 
implementation in bio-engineering and medicine.  An effort is being made at the Technical University 
Munich to apply RTHS to prosthetic feet experiments. A prosthetic foot is the experimental component in 
the RTHS and its interaction with a patient’s body is simulated. The unique feature of this RTHS with 
contact is that the experimental component changes its state (repeatedly) from non-contact to contact (to 
the numerical component). It was found out that the bottleneck for stable RTHS with contact is the 
bandwidth and delay of the actuator, which may be addressed by an advanced delay compensation, such 
as Iterative Learning Control. The group expects that this type of innovative RTHS may have profound 
applications in the development of customized medicine and devices in this aging society. For example, 
an active prosthetic device, which adjusts its support (through adjustable stiffness) to the body based on 
the person’s recovery condition, can be tested using RTHS. Human response data can be collected during 
the experiment and sent to HS model to optimize the design of the device. This innovative solution 
reflects the concept of HS in the design cycle and also represents a good example of HS being applied 
completely outside of civil engineering. 
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Action Items and Future Research Needs  

• HS methods in civil engineering maybe have a different name in other disciplines such as 
hybrid dynamic substructure testing, or hardware-in-the-loop. It was suggested that the 
HS community reach out to other disciplines, for example, through organizing a tutorial 
session in the next IMAC conference.  

• RTHS with contact represents an innovative solution that requires (and motivates) further 
development. It has broader application in bio-engineering and other similar scenarios, 
such as rendezvous and docking of satellites. 

• Continue developing innovative strategies in RTHS, including 
o Realistic loading and boundary conditions using multi-actuators through accurate 

position control and elimination of the adverse effects including friction at the 
bearing and flexibility of the reaction frame. 

o Robust RTHS controllers whose design are specimen-free. During the RTHS, 
these controllers will self-adapt to its best performance based on the numerical 
simulation and the physical response. On the other hand, the controller will not 
adapt too much that alter the purpose of HS. 

o Development of HS as an element of a design cycle, where a part of the system 
that is difficult to design (model, manufacture, validate, verify, etc.) is iteratively 
improved and tested together with the numerical model of the rest of the system.  

o Develop stochastic HS, where the outcomes are not deterministic, but are 
distributions of possible outcomes. Here, experiment design to minimize the 
number of simulations while getting a sufficiently accurate estimate of the 
investigate limit surface is key. An open question is one of extrapolation from the 
domain of parameters for which HS model is verified and validated to the 
(infrequent or extreme) operating domain where HS model was not verified and 
validated.  


